
Playable Races and Subraces 
 
The notes below are a very brief summary of how each race manifests in this game. When creating a character, 

please consult the books or online resources for a full picture of each race and its features. Books used are 

Volo’s Guide to Monsters, the 5e Player’s Handbook, Elemental Evil Player’s Companion, and Tyler Kamstra’s 

Monstrous Races 1 & 2. Players may create a character that is of mixed heritage; speak to the DM about 

creating a custom stat build. You may also propose ideas for other races not included here if you can present a 

reasonable build and story. Races that are traditionally represented as uniformly evil or in some way lesser are 

not played as such here. Cultural tendencies exist, but members of the races are individuals with their own 

values and ideas. Goblins, orcs, hags, and kobolds are among the many races usually presented as enemies as 

D&D adventures; in this campaign, they are as likely to be friendly as any other. 

 

Aarakocra. A sentient people descended from greateagles. They retain some of their predatory and warlike 

heritage in the form of longstanding hunting traditions and ritualized combat amongst themselves. Aarakocra 

travel the world, but their cities are found only atop the highest peaks of the Empyrean Mountains. 

Aasimar. The mortal descendant of an angel or other celestial, born free from its parents’ cosmic obligations 

but bearing some of the same powers. They tend to be taller and stronger than humans, with iridescent skin. 

Awakened or Feytouched. An object, animal, or plant given sentience and animacy through magic. 

Bugbear. A lesser local wild god of the goblins, who functions as a spiritual leader. It is extremely rare for them 

to venture out of their deep wilderness sanctuaries. Most hold disdain for non-goblinoids as irrelevant to them. 

Cambion. Like a tiefling, but their infernal parent is a demon, not a devil. See Tiefling or Cambion. 

Centaur. A member of the sylvankind, fey-adjacent natives of the deep forest. Centaurs face considerable 

physical challenges when interacting in humanoid cities. They eat exclusively grasses, leaves and fruit.  

Construct. A human-shaped collection of matter or objects, magically animated and given sentience. They 

speak the language of their creator. They require no food or sleep, but will die if their magic is dispelled. 

Dragonborn. A dragon’s offspring with any other species becomes a dragonborn, although the most common 

pairings are with tieflings, cambion, lizardfolk or yuanti. Dragonborn are natural sorcerers, as a rule. 

Drow. A subterranean elvenkind, known for their reclusive culture and fine spidersilk fabrics. They once held an 

empire built on slavery over the chitines for silk, but long ago were overthrown and have remained meek since. 

It is rare for them to venture out at all; to become an adventurer would be an undertaking only for the bravest. 

Dryad. A fey spirit soulbonded to a tree. Typically, a dryad who wanders the world has a firbolg partner at 

home to tend her tree. Dryads are without sexuality or gender and always take the pronoun she/her. They have 

a tendency toward pacifism. Dryads are not strictly corporeal. They eat solely through photosynthesis. 

Duergar. A subterranean dwarvenkind. The most similar of the underfolk to their surface counterpart, duergar 

live closest to the surface and are typically the Hinterward’s face of trade. 



Dwarf. An ancient race indigenous to the Hinterwardland and the Southern Cassis. They are thought to share a 

fairly recent common ancestor with goliath and humans, who diversified over land types and lifeways but share 

a heartiness of build. Dwarvenkind are noted for their intensely detailed metalwork and proprietary alloys. 

Elf (Wild, Steppe, Sea, Wood, Snow, High Desert). An ancient fey-descended race of magic users who specialize 

to their natural surroundings, constructing great cities that rise naturally out of the surrounding land. Wild 

elves are a small population living in the Gatewood, who speak only Sylvan and live half in this plane, half in the 

Feywild. The indigenous snow elves of Tanaraq are of elven and goblin lineage, long intermixed. 

Firbolg. A ruminant humanoid of fey ancestry, from the remote mountain forests. Firbolgs are as tall as 

goliaths, but leaner and less strong. Most are druids, rangers, or clerics. They are vegan (except for bugs). 

Their bodies are covered in a soft grey fur. They have three-fingered hands and four-toed feet that suggest a 

recent descent from hooves. Their noses and ears bear a distinctly bovine shape in most individuals. 

Forestborn. A fungal construct naturally formed through symbiosis between a mycostructure and a wild fey. 

Genasi. (Fire, Air, Earth or Water) The descendant of an elemental in the humanoid world, born of flesh but 

magical in nature. Genasi do not eat. They can survive on their element’s plane when other humanoids may not. 

Ghost. A bound, noncorporeal undead spirit that can act in the world by telekinesis and possessing the living. 

Giants, Ogres and Trolls. For the most part, true giantids do not come down from their homes in the mountains. 

Between their size and their cultural differences, they have quite a hard time getting along in cosmopolitan 

society, and few desire to. Goliath and orcs are their go-betweens to the world outside. Ogres are blended 

lineages of goliath, troll, orc and giant. Trolls are a strange species able to copy genes from other organisms. 

Gnoll. Hyena-like humanoids from a small tribal group in the Redland. Gnolls are thought to be the most recent 

race to arrive from another continent to the south. They have an unfair reputation for road piracy due to the 

acts of a few sour individuals and the racism of many others, but most gnolls are nonaggressive scavengers. 

Gnome. The smallest playable race, known for their mechanical intelligence, good nature, and work ethic. 

Goblin. Batlike humanoids with a history of both external oppression and fierce intertribal warfare. The term 

“goblin” is itself a reclaimed slur. Goblins face less overt racism than in past times, but prejudices run deep. 

Goblins are a nomadic scavenger people, found everywhere in the world, their ancestral home unknown. 

Goliath. Goliaths believe they are the descendants of protohumans and giantids. Most hover around eight feet 

tall. They are culturally insular, living only on Tanaraq and in the Northwest Cassis region. See Goliath Names. 

Grung. A frog humanoid about the size of a halfling. Insect hunters, native to the marshlands. 

Hag (Annis, Bheur, Green, Night, Sea). A fey being who feeds on exchanges of power and offgassed energy from 

emotional damage or surprise, through making deals with the desperate, winning at gambling, playing tricks, or 

stealing sentimental items. They often manifest as very old women, babies, or very young women beautiful to 

the viewer, in order to leverage others’ preconceptions. Hags work in covens of three. 

Halfling. Hobbits. Known for their gregarious hospitality, agriculture, distilling, and skill in natural medicine. 

Hob. Called a Hobgoblin in D&D canon, these larger goblinoids resemble oversized baboons with bat ears. 



Human. Neither as dexterous as the elves and dwarves, nor as strong as the orcs and goliath, nor as quick of 

mind as the gnomes and dragonborn, it is humans’ versatility and heart that stand out most. Where other 

peoples specialize and isolate, the humans diversify. They are first to explore new frontiers, for better or worse. 

Kenku. Ravenfolk. Unlike the aarakocra, the kenku were created from wild magic. The process took their flight 

to make their wings into hands, but their speech capacity never advanced beyond repeating sounds heard. 

Kobold. Small, dinosaur-like humanoids with the stature of a hunched halfling and all the guile of a friendly dog. 

Kobolds exist only as a diaspora, largely within gnomish culture, although they are found in every city. They 

make great machineworkers because of their dexterity, size, and quick logic. Most kobolds wear thick glasses 

due to their terrible vision. Kobolds lay eggs; they can only have offspring with dragons or other kobolds. 

Lizardfolk. Lizardfolk are insectivorous hunter-gatherers native to the southern coasts. They share this 

homeland with their eternal rivals and historical predators, the yuanti. Unlike their oppressors, lizardfolk are 

friendly with everyone and tend toward neutrality to a fault. About half of all lizardfolk choose to leave their 

contested homeland upon reaching adulthood, eager to escape to a world without the tradition of endless war. 

Minotaur. Ox-like humanoids of great size and strength. Their alignments are almost always chaotic good. 

Orc. A race descended from giantids and goblinoids. They share territory with the goliath but live separately. 

Pegasus. A sentient winged horse. Significantly impaired in urban settings. Has no hands or speech. 

Pixies and Sprites. Tiny sized humanoid fey. Pixies are more likely to be healers and buff casters, being averse 

to violence; sprites have a tendency to fight in the defense of their wild kin. They have some trouble interacting 

in a world sized for Medium and Small creatures, but their wings and size give them certain other advantages. 

Satyr. A sylvankind that shares territory with centaurs and firbolgs. Satyrs are upright humanoids with the legs 

and hindquarters of goats. Like other sylvankind, they are peaceable, vegetarian and speak only Sylvan. 

Svirfneblin. A subterranean gnomekind, specializing in the healing arts, mycology, and fine textile crafts. They 

have a strictly gender-divided society in which women govern and men are the ones to take risks. 

Tabaxi. Feline humanoids from the rainforest gullies of the Hale Swath. Tabaxi and firbolg have coexisted in the 

same forests for tens of thousands of years, each mostly minding their own business and occasionally trading. 

Tabaxi are traditionally river fishers, with a narrow diet; many other races’ foods are poisonous to them. 

Thri-kreen. Insectoid humanoids. They are not native to Sedessa and will only come from overseas. 

Tiefling or Cambion. The offspring of a devil (tiefling) or demon (cambion) and a humanoid. Tieflings and 

cambion do not retain the divine mandate to chaos that their parents have, though they do enjoy it. Cambion 

are mechanically identical to tieflings, the only difference being one of culture and appearance. Tieflings are 

marked by ram-like horns, hooves, a tail, and brightly hued skin; cambion have a greater and more monstrous 

variety of manifestation, specific to each type of fiend parent, and look much less humanoid. Cambion are 

typically chaotic, unpredictable, solitary individuals, while tieflings tend to be a lot more prosocial and politic. 

Cambion tend to be looked down upon by tieflings much like demons are by devils. See Tiefling Names. 

Tortle. A humanoid tortoise. Tend to be peaceable and charismatic, on average. Native to the marshlands. 

Vampyr. A subterranean type of halfling that feeds on the life force of others, whether through blood, flesh or 

energy. The least similar of the underfolk to their surface counterpart. Looks like Gollum. Worst darkvision. 



Yuan-ti. Snakefolk. They are culturally insular and often racist, especially against lizardfolk or anyone hairy. 

They revere dragons and dragonborn, believing themselves to be a race born of the union between dragons and 

holy couatls. Many dragonborn are half yuan-ti.  


